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Member Driven Not for Profit Organization

CURRENT SERVICE OFFERINGS
• Conferences and Regional Events
• Global Equity Insights Survey

• Regularly Scheduled Webcasts
• GEO Awards
• Chapter Meetings and Events
• GEOconnect

• GEO News and GEO Blog

LEARN
about crucial information,
news and developments
that can help you succeed
and advance in your
careers.

CONNECT
with experts and peers from
around the world and next
door to share best practices
and develop valuable
relationships that endure.
EXPERIENCE
a welcoming atmosphere
that fosters meaningful
dialogue and relationships.
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Welcome

Lion's den or centre of excellence?
Regulatory and corporate governance
updates at the Dutch Tax Authorities!
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Opening Remarks
from
Manon Laurey-Te Winkel
Belastingdienst Grote Ondernemingen
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The "spot-check" and equity based pay
Rien Annen
Belastingdienst Grote Ondernemingen
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The demise of the VAR
Celine Buys
Manager, PwC
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(Deemed) employment relationships and the
changes per 1 May 2016
Sham independence, employment relationships or independent
entrepreneurs?

Employment relationship

•
•
•

The obligation to pay a
remuneration
The obligation to perform the
services in person
A power of authority
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Independent Contractor regime

Old regime

1
2

New regime

1
2

Employment
relationship?
Deemed employment
relationship?

Employment
relationship?
Deemed employment
relationship?
In case both
questions can be
answered with ‘yes’

In case both
questions can be
answered with ‘yes’

Withholding
obligation

unless

Declaration
of
Independent
Status

Withholding
obligation

unless

Approved
Model
agreement
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Supervisory board member

Old regime

Withholding
obligation

New regime

unless

Declaration
of
Independent
Status

No
withholding
obligation

unless

Opting-in
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Flow diagram
What are the effects of the legislation change?
Company: no amendments (no withholding
obligation)
Supervisory board member: no amendments
(independently assess how remuneration will
be taxed in the personal income tax return
(profits derived from business or results from
other activities)

Is there a
Declaration
of
Independent
Contractor
Status (‘VAR’)
in the current
situation?

Company: the board member can be removed from the
payroll. Remuneration is paid directly to the personal
holding company
Supervisory board member: no amendments
(independently assess how remuneration will be taxed
for the corporation tax and in the income tax return profits derived from business or results from other
activities)

yes

no

Has the personal
holding company of
the board member
(if present),
provided the
services of the
board member to
the company?

yes

no

Company: the board member
can be removed from the
payroll. Remuneration is paid
directly to the personal
holding company
Supervisory board member:
no amendments
(independently assess how
remuneration will be taxed in
the income tax return -profits
derived from business or
results from other activities)

Consider: jointly
submit a request
for ‘opting in’ with
the Dutch tax
authorities (only in
case the
remuneration will
be taxed as results
from other
activities)
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Consequences of the proposed Dutch wage tax
legislation change per 1 January 2017

Taxes / withholding

1.
Benefits in kind /
reimbursements

Personal income tax
obligations

6.

2.

5.

3.

Benefit in
kind /
Expenses

4.

Social security
including health care
contribution

Timing

Payments to the supervisory
board members
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Proposal for revision of
the Dutch Corporate
Governance Code
Focus on remuneration section

Paula Kager
Director, PwC
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Basics
• Corporate governance code (Code): set of principles
and best practices on governance of companies
• No rules of law, but ‘apply or explain’

• Applies to all Dutch law incorporated NV’s regardless of
primary listing
• Compliance monitored by Monitoring Committee
• Dutch Code introduced in 2003 (Tabaksblat) and revised
in 2008 (Frijns)
• Proposal for revision (consultation version) published in
February 2016 – final new Code expected “after the
summer” – to be applied for financial years starting as
from 1-1-2017
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New: 7 themes in 7 sections
1. More focus on long-term value creation
2. Risk management reinforcement
3. New accents in effective management and supervision
4. The introduction of culture as an explicit element of
corporate governance
5. Remuneration: cleaned up and simplified
6. Relationship with shareholders
7. Clarification of requirements regarding the quality of
the explanation
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Remuneration approach
• From rule-based to principle-based:
– removal of very detailed provisions on what to disclose in the
remuneration report
– less guidance, more freedom
• No duplications with Dutch law rules and regulations
and EU-rules
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Remuneration: 4 topics
1. Remuneration policy Management Board (MB)

2. MB members’ own views
3. Remuneration of Supervisory Board (SB) members in shares
4. Remuneration report
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Remuneration policy MB
• Aspects to be considered when adopting the
remuneration policy e.g.:

– strategic objectives to achieve long-term value creation
– ratio fixed versus variable pay and short-term versus long-term
– remuneration in shares: terms and conditions for holding such
shares in the long term
• Responsibility remuneration executive committee:
– to be decided by SB in consultation with MB whether SB is also
responsible for remuneration of executive committee members
not being MB members
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MB members’ own views
Remuneration committee to take note of individual MB
members’ own views with regard to the amount and
structure of their own remuneration.
 Expression of own view forces MB to look from a wider multistakeholder perspective instead of the narrow perspective of
his/her own wallet

 Need for good communication between SB and MB on
remuneration decisions: executive remuneration is a joint
responsibility of SB and MB

Governance Update April 2016: “Bestuurder moet verder kijken dan eigen
portemonnee”
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Remuneration of SB members in shares
Introduction of possibility to award remuneration to SB
members in the form of shares and/or options, provided that:
– shares are held until 2 years following the end of the service
period (i.e. last 4-year term)
– value of shares at award date is not more than 50% of the total SB
fee
– shares are fully owned by the SB member until end of holding
period

Governance Update March 2016: “Zeven aandachtspunten voor beloning
commissaris in aandelen (argumenten vóór en tegen en praktische
aandachtspunten).
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Remuneration report
Remuneration accountability is caught in a few guiding
principles for the remuneration report (RR), which should
describe:
– how remuneration policy contributes to long-term value
creation
– the total remuneration package for each MB member
– how variable pay contributes to long-term value creation
– how severance payments are not a reward for failure
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A few critical points
• Remuneration is still viewed in isolation.
 Why not give more attention to the wider remit of the
remuneration committee, i.e. its responsibility for the quality and
continuity of top executive management (MB, ExCo, SM) –
including succession planning and talent development
• No vision on responsible remuneration
• Long-term value creation: why, what, how
• Need for good governance framework, in particular for
fast growing yet immature companies
• Lifecycle of governance codes: need for alternative
approaches, innovative practices
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The Member Benefit you can't do
Business Without!

The GEO member-only, private and secure online
community. Interact with GEO members around the world
wherever and whenever you need to:

CONNECT and communicate with fellow members
PARTICIPATE in focused discussion groups
ACCESS useful and informative document libraries
NETWORK via a comprehensive member directory
CONTRIBUTE to member blogs and create your own
SHARE files and post questions online

Mark your Calendar
CONFERENCES and REGIONAL EVENTS
• No. California Forum, 9 June 2016, San Carlos, CA
• Melbourne Regional Event, 11 October
• Sydney Regional Event, 13 October
• Pan European Regional Event, November 2016, London, UK (Speaker Proposal closes 10 June)
• 18th Annual Conference, 26 – 28 April 2017, Rome, Italy
CHAPTER MEETINGS
• 24 May – US Midwest
• 08 June – US Texas
• 14 June – UK London
• 19/20 July – US So. California

WEBCASTS
• 26 May – Academic Research in Executive Compensation: 2016 Update
• 15 June – The Latest Trends in Executive Compensation and Corporate Governance in the US
• 30 June – Remuneration Regulation - Hot Topics
• 14 July – Global Equity Update
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SAVE THE DATE

GEO Dutch Chapter Nautical Event

Thursday 23 June 2016
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Thank you for attending!
www.globalequity.org
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